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Summary
Background: Microtubules (MTs) participate in the spatial
regulation of actin-based processes such as cytokinesis and
cell polarization [1]. The fission yeast Schizosaccharomyces
pombe is a rod-shaped cell that exhibits polarized cell growth
at cell tips. MT plus ends contact and shrink from the cell tips
and contribute to polarity regulation.
Results: Here, we investigate the effects of changing cell
shape on MTs and cell-polarization machinery. We physically
bend fission yeast cells by forcing them into microfabricated
femtoliter chambers. In these bent cells, MTs maintain
a straight axis and contact and shrink from cortical sites at
the sides of cells. At these ectopic sites, polarity factors
such as bud6p, for3p (formin), and cdc42p are recruited and
assemble actin cables in a MT-dependent manner. MT contact
at the cortex induces the appearance of a bud6p dot within
seconds. The accumulation of polarity factors leads to cell
growth at these sites, when the MT-associated polarity factor
tea1p is absent. This process is dependent on MTs, mal3p
(EB1), moe1p (an EB1-binding protein), and for3p but, surpris-
ingly, is independent of the tea1p-tea4p pathway.
Conclusions: These studies provide a direct demonstration
for how MTs induce actin assembly at specific locations on
the cell cortex and begin to identify a new pathway involved
in this process. MT interactions with the cortex may be regu-
lated by cortical-attachment sites. These findings highlight
the crosstalk between cell shape, polarity mechanisms, and
MTs responsible for cell morphogenesis.
Introduction
Microtubules (MTs) are fundamental for the spatial regulation
of cell shape in such processes as cell migration, neuronal
axon guidance, and cytokinesis [1]. In cytokinesis, MTs
associated with the spindle dictate the site of contractile actin
ring assembly, whereas in cell migration, MTs contribute to
specifying the direction of movement. Although there has
been some recent headway into identifying MT-associated
factors involved in these processes [2], in general, how MTs
function in molecular terms in these processes remains poorly
understood.
The fission yeastSchizosaccharomycespombehas emerged
as an excellent model to study the molecular mechanisms that
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rod-shaped cells that grow by tip extension in a cell-cycle-regu-
lated manner. During interphase, MTs are organized in three to
five antiparallel bundles. The MT plus ends grow to the cell tips,
contact the cortex for 1–2 min, and exhibit catastrophe [4]. The
large majority of catastrophe events occur upon contact at the
cell tip. The basis of this regulation is not well understood,
although different models have been proposed.
Polarized cell growth in these cells is achieved in part by the
localized delivery of membranes and proteins involved in cell-
wall remodeling to the cell tip with myosin V-based transport
on actin cables [5]. One key regulator of cell polarity is the for-
min for3p, which assembles the actin cables from cell tips, and
is activated by the cdc42 GTPase and by the formin-activating
protein bud6p [6]. Interphase MTs influence cell shape and
polarity [7]. Tea1p and tea4p define one well-characterized
link between MT plus ends and the actin-assembly machinery
[8]. These proteins are carried on MT plus ends and deposited
onto the cell tips at sites of MT catastrophe, where they are
required for maintaining tip growth in conditions such as
recovery from starvation [9]. These factors are also needed
to induce a transition from monopolar growth to bipolar
growth during G2 phase, a process termed new end take off
(NETO) [3]. Tea1p and tea4p are thought to initiate cell polari-
zation and actin assembly at the ‘‘new’’ cell end by recruiting
proteins such as for3p and its activator bud6p.
It is increasingly clear that there is a functional interplay
between cell shape and the internal organization of the cell
[10, 11]. In fission yeast, the orientation of the MTs along the
long axis of the cell is thought to be due to the rod cell shape
and its cortical interactions [4]. Round mutant cells, for
instance, display disorganized MT cytoskeletons [12]. The
orientation is independent of any organizing influence of the
nucleus because MT bundles orient properly in anucleate cells
[13, 14]. Thus, there are elements of a positive-feedback loop
between the MT cytoskeleton and cell shape itself. However,
because of this feedback, it has been difficult to disentangle
cause-effect relationships, and it has never been carefully
tested whether MTs can actively induce local actin assembly,
for instance at an ectopic site.
Here, we sought to examine the effects of changing cell
shape. We developed a method for physically bending fission
yeast cells into microfabricated chambers. We find that this
change in cell shape leads to rapid changes in the organization
of the MTs and cortical polarity factors. This process provides
novel insights into MT regulation and reveals a new pathway
that links MTs to actin assembly.
Results
Shaping Single Fission Yeast Cells In Situ
We developed a method to rapidly change the shape of live
fission yeast cells in situ. Fission yeast cells were placed on
a microfabricated PDMS array of cylindrical wells 5 mm deep
with a diameter of 10–30 mm (Figure S1 available online). Cells
were then physically pushed into the wells by gently pressing
the top glass coverslip by overfocusing the objective of an
upright microscope. Cells longer than the diameter of the
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84well buckled into the chamber and adopted a bent morphology
(Figures 1A and 1B; Movie S1). Some cells occasionally pop-
ped out of the well and bent back into a straight rod shape,
demonstrating that the cell wall is elastic (Movie S2) [15].
We could produce cells with different degrees of bending
(represented by the bending ratio, g; see Supplemental Data
and Figure 2C) by manipulating cell length and well size
(Figure 1C). A given cell length and well size reproducibly
induced the same degree of bending that we could quantify
and mathematically predict through simple geometrical calcu-
lations (Figures S2A–S2C). Cells of different lengths were iden-
tified from those in different periods of the cell cycle or derived
from delaying cell-cycle progression with hydroxyurea treat-
ment or cdc25-22 mutation.
Upon bending, cells remained viable, continued to grow
from their tips without any major effect on the growth rate,
and went on to divide (Figure S2D). Bending the cell did not
create any notable stress response, such as the presence of
large vacuoles. The cell wall on the outer curvature is stretched
by 10%–20% depending on cell length and degree of bending,
which is well below the 80%–90% degree of stretching needed
to break the cell wall measured in budding yeast [15].
Changing the Cell Shape Induces a Major Reorganization
of the MT Cytoskeleton
Changing the cell shape had immediate effects on MT
behavior. In unbent control cells, GFP-labeled MTs were ar-
ranged in longitudinal bundles that reached cell tips (Figures
2A and 2B). Upon cell bending, most MTs no longer reached
the cell tips, but were aligned on an axis tangential to the cell
curvature and contacted the cortex primarily along the outer
curvature (Figures 2A and 2B and Movies S3, S4, S5, and
S6). MTs exhibited normal rates of growth and shrinkage, as
well as cortical dwell times (Figure S3B and Figure 2G), sug-
gesting that the general mechanisms of MT regulation were
Figure 1. Bending Fission Yeast Cells In Situ
(A) Schematic illustration of the technique used
to bend fission yeast cells in situ: cells in liquid
media are placed between a PDMS array of mi-
crowells and a glass coverslip. The coverslip is
subsequently pressurized by overfocusing the
objective of an upright microscope.
(B) DIC images of the same fission yeast cells
before and after pressurizing with the objective.
The strain is FC504 (cdc25-22 at 25C).
(C) DIC images of fission yeast cells of varying
sizes bent in holes having different diameters
(indicated at the bottom). The strains are FC420
and FC504. Scale bars represent 10 mm.
not perturbed. However, sites of MT
catastrophe were altered. In contrast to
normal cells, in which catastrophe
events occur predominantly at cell tips
[4], in bent cells, most catastrophe
events occurred on the sides of the cells
along the outer curvature (Figures 2D
and 2E and Figure S3A). MT behavior
was also dependent on the position of
the nucleus, which is usually attached
to the MT bundles. In most cases, the
nucleus was centered, and MT catastro-
phes occurred symmetrically on the
outer curvature of the cell to both sides of the nucleus
(Figure 2Ei and Movie S5). In cells that were asymmetrically
bent and displayed an off-center nuclear position, catastro-
phes were clustered at one cell tip and one site on the side
(Figure 2Eii and Movie S6). The change in catastrophe sites
correlated with the degree of bending and not cell length
(Figure 2F and Supplemental Data).
MTs Undergo Catastrophe at Specific Cortical-Attachment
Sites
Analysis of individual MTs in vivo provided additional insights
into mechanisms of catastrophe. MTs grew out from the area
of the nucleus, contacted the cortex at the side of the cell on
the outer curvature, and slid along the cortex. When sliding,
the MT growth rate was inversely correlated with the angle of
contact between the MT and the cortex (Figure S3C). MTs
then appeared to stop sliding and continued to grow at
a slower rate with their plus end attached to the cortex. MT
growth then stalled for a period prior to undergoing catas-
trophe (Figure 2H and Movie S7). MTs generally exhibited
catastrophe at low angles of contact with the cortex, and
17% of events occurred when the MTs had been sliding prac-
tically parallel to the cell surface. Thus, prior to catastrophe
MTs may attach to the cortex and accumulate compressive
and also lateral strain as they progressively grow more bent
being confined by the curved cell shape.
Mapping the catastrophe sites over time revealed the pres-
ence of ‘‘hot spots’’ on the cortex. Many MTs appeared to
target to and shrink from a small number of specific sites
repeatedly (within the resolution of light; see red and orange
spots in Figure 2E and Figure S4A), even those originating
from different areas (Figure S4C). These observations suggest
that a local property of the cortex is responsible for repeatedly
inducing catastrophe at the same location. These sites ap-
peared to persist for many minutes of observation. Comparing
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these hot-spot distributions are significantly different from
random ones (Figure S4B and Supplemental Data).
MTs Establish New Ectopic Sites of bud6p Recruitment
in Bent Wild-Type Cells
We next tested whether MTs could induce a site of polarization
at the sides of these cells. One of the advantages of rapidly
changing cell shape in situ is that we could observe a ‘‘clear
zone’’ that is initially devoid of polarity factors on the cortex.
As a representative polarity factor, we used bud6p. Bud6p
(a homolog of S. cerevisiaeBud6p) is a G-actin-binding protein
that promotes actin assembly by activating formins [6, 16].
Bud6p is normally localized at cell tips (Figure 3Ai) and is not
generally detectable on MTs [17, 18].
Upon cell bending, bud6-3GFP dots generally accumulated
in two bands on the outer curvature of the bent cell, but not on
the inner curvature (Figure 3Aii). In asymmetrically bent cells,
only one band of bud6-3GFP was present (Figure 3Aiii). Two-
color imaging showed that bud6p accumulated in the regions
where MTs contacted the cortex (Figure 3B and Movie S9).
This distribution also followed a linear trend close to the
geometrical description for predicted sites of MT contact
(Figure 3D). Importantly, bud6p ectopic recruitment was
blocked by treatment with 50 mM MBC (a MT inhibitory drug),
but not with latrunculin A (an actin inhibitory drug) (Figures
3B and 3C). Thus, the recruitment of bud6p was dependent
on MTs.
We examined the dynamics of bud6p at these ectopic sites.
Dots of bud6-3GFP appeared within the first minute of cell
bending and, over the next few minutes, accumulated and
increased in intensity, becoming a persistent cortical band
(Figure 3E and Movie S8). We used these data to quantify the
rate of bud6-3GFP establishment at the cell side by comparing
it to the signal at cell tips. This ratio increased at a rate of
3.6% 6 1.4% per min and saturated with a t1/2 of 5.8 6
2.3 min (n = 8 cells). FRAP measurements of bud6-3GFP
showed that once established, bud6p continuously exchanged
on the cortex with a t1/2 of 30 s at the side of bent cells and at
the tip of straight cells (Figure 3F). MTs are thus needed to
establish the ectopic site, but once established, the site can
continuously recruit bud6p from the cytoplasm.
Bud6p Is Recruited to Sites of MT Contact
We next examined more closely whether bud6p recruitment
occurs precisely at the cortical sites contacted by individual
MT plus ends (Movies S9 and S10). In 48% of events (n = 60),
we observed that a bud6p dot appeared on the cortex within
6 s after MT attachment, prior to catastrophe (Figures 4A
and 4B). In 6% of cases, multiple bud6p dots appeared on
the cortex during MT sliding. In 8% of cases, a bud6p dot
was only seen after MT catastrophe (after 12 to 36 s of MT
attachment) (Figure 4B). A subset of cases (38%) showed
bud6p appearing without MT association. Some of these
events may be due to actin-based movements of bud6p into
the plane of focus [18] because the incidence of these MT-
independent events was reduced in LatA-treated cells to 13%.
Mapping the cumulative sites of MT catastrophes and
bud6p addition over longer time periods confirmed that these
MT-based events can largely account for the spatial distribu-
tion of bud6p on the cortex (Figure 4C). There was a more
precise colocalization between MT catastrophe and bud6p
sites of accumulation in LatA-treated cells, showing that
once bud6p is recruited to the cortex, actin-based movementsmay spread its distribution. These direct observations provide
strong evidence that MT-plus-end contact induces the local
recruitment of bud6p.
We also considered possible additional factors such as
membrane curvature, stretching, or cell-wall damage. These
did not appear to contribute to bud6p accumulation and MT
organization in these bent cells. In particular, no bud6p was re-
distributed in cells that were bent only transiently (for 1–2 min),
showing that the bending process itself did not lead to this
effect (Figure S5B).
Formation of New Actin-Assembly Sites
We then tested whether other polarity factors are also recruited
to these ectopic sites. The formin for3p, which nucleates actin
cables from cell tips [19], was redistributed to these cortical
regions. As for3p dots move away from their initial cortical
localization in an actin-dependent manner [20], we treated cells
with LatA and found that for3p was more concentrated at these
ectopic cortical sites. The small GTPase cdc42p, which regu-
lates many aspects of cell polarization including activation of
for3p [6], was also redistributed to these cortical sites (Figures
5A and 5C). A CRIB-GFP marker, a marker for active cdc42p
[21], confirmed that cdc42p was active in these cortical
regions. Actin cables, as visualized by the actin marker calpo-
nin homology domain-GFP (CHD-GFP) [20], grew from ectopic
sites along the outer curvature of the cells and were often
oriented abnormally, perpendicular to the long axis of the cell
(Figure 5B and Movie S11). The type V myosin myo52p, which
moves toward the barbed end of actin filaments [22], was also
targeted to these new sites. One potential cargo for myosin V
and actin cables is bgs4p, an integral membrane protein
involved in cell-wall assembly [23]. Bgs4p also accumulated
at these ectopic sites in some bent cells.
However, under these conditions, not all events for polarized
cell growth were initiated. Calcofluor and filipin staining, which
mark new cell-wall addition and sterol-rich membranes [24],
respectively, were not increased at these sites. New sites of
actual cell growth at these sites were never seen in these
wild-type bent cells (n > 100), even after several hours of
observation.
Recruitment Is Independent of the tea1p-NETO Pathway
and MT Dynamics
Next, we tested which factors besides MTs were needed for
recruitment of these polarity factors. We examined the distri-
bution of bud6-3GFP upon bending in a series of mutant cells.
The tea1p-tea4p pathway is a prime candidate, given the
molecular links between these MT-plus-end factors and
formins [8]. In bent cells, tea1-GFP was deposited to these
ectopic sites (Figure S7). Surprisingly, bud6p was still re-
cruited in mutants of the tea1p-tea4p pathway [3]: tea1D,
tea4D, tip1D (CLIP-170 homolog), mod5D (a peripheral
membrane protein), pom1D (DYRK kinase), tea2D (kinesin),
and tea3D (kelch protein) (Figures 6A and 6B and Figure S9).
The recruitment of for3p was also tea1p independent
(Figure S8). Thus, this process is independent of the tea1p-
tea4p polarization pathway.
Proper regulation of MT catastrophe also did not appear to
be critical for this process. tip1 mutants exhibit MTs with
a shortened dwell time at the cortex [4], whereasmto1 (gamma
tubulin regulator) mutants exhibit reduced catastrophe
frequencies [25]. Recruitment of bud6p occurred normally in
tip1, mto1, and cls1/peg1 (CLASP) mutants [26, 27].
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(A) MT organization in a bent cell. Maximum projection confocal image of a cell expressing GFP-tubulin and cut11-GFP (nuclear pore) prior to and
immediately after being pushed into a chamber. In the schematic, MTs are indicated in green and the nucleus is indicated in blue. The strain is FC1451
(cdc25-22 at 25C).
(B) MTs associate with the outer curvature of bent cells. Merge of 14 confocal stacks over 10 min from cells expressing GFP-tubulin. The strain is NM11
(cdc25-22 at 25C).
(C) Schematic representing the geometrical parameters for predicting MT sites of contact in a bent cell. ‘‘L’’ is the cell length, and ‘‘[’’ is twice the distance
from the center of the nucleus to the side of the cell following the former axis of the straight cell in the bent cell. The bending ratio, g = [/L, describes how
close the cortex is from the nucleus along the axis perpendicular to the short axis of the cell. ‘‘S’’ is the absolute coordinate along the outer curvature (S = 0 at
the tip and S = 1 in the middle).
(D) MTs undergo catastrophe at the side of bent cells. The top panel shows a bright-field/GFP-tubulin merge of a bent cell with a single MT boxed in red. The
bottom panel shows time-lapse images of the boxed MT, showing MT growth to the side of the cell, catastrophe at the cortex (yellow dot), and shrinkage.
The strain is NM11.
(E) Schematic of MT catastrophe events in two representative bent cells—one with a centered nucleus (Ei), and one with an off-centered nucleus (Eii). MT
catastrophes were determined from time-lapse images of GFP-tubulin. Specific points on the cortex that experience multiple catastrophe events are
indicated (orange and red dots) and further represented in the bar plot on the right. Dot size and bar width encompass the error made in detecting the
MT + TIP. The arrow in the cell indicates the beginning of the corresponding bar plot. The number p, indicated on the top right of each bar plot represents
the probability of having this particular distribution as compared to a Monte-Carlo trial (see Supplemental Data). p is calculated with a cortical stretch of
16 mm for cell (Ei) and 9 mm for cell (Eii). Time shown is in min:s. The strain is NM11. Scale bars represent 5 mm.
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mal3p and moe1p
We then screened other candidates for involvement in bud6p
recruitment on the cell sides (Figure 6B and Figure S9).
Notably, the targeting of bud6-3GFP to the sides was strongly
reduced in mal3D, moe1D, and for3Dmutants (Figures 6A and
6B). Importantly, in all these cases, cells could still localize
bud6p properly at cell tips but could not establish bud6p at
the new site on the cell sides (Figures 6A and 6B). The recruit-
ment of for3p was also inhibited in mal3D and moe1Dmutants
(Figure S8).
Mal3p (EB1 homolog) is implicated in regulation of MT-plus-
end dynamics and may function in part to load other MT-asso-
ciated proteins onto MTs [28]. MTs inmal3Dmutants are short,
as a result of premature catastrophe events, but display
normal growth and shrinkage rates and still contact the cell
sides in the bent cells, albeit closer to the nucleus (Figure S10).
These MT defects are very similar to those seen in tip1D
mutants, which have no bud6p-localization defects, suggest-
ing that the mal3 defects are not solely due to abnormal MT
behavior.
Moe1p has been shown to interact directly with mal3p [29]
as well as other factors (see Discussion). moe1D mutants
have abundant interphase MT bundles of normal length and
dynamics [29] (Figure S10), showing that its defects in bud6p
recruitment are downstream of MTs and probably also of
mal3p. Moe1p could regulate formin for3p through its interac-
tions with scd1p, a cdc42p GEF [6, 30]. In addition, we found
that for3p coimmunoprecipitates with moe1p in yeast extracts
(Figure S11A). However, the significance of this interaction
between moe1p and for3p remains to be tested.
For3p may recruit bud6p directly. These proteins directly
interact [6, 31]. Inhibition of actin by LatA did not inhibit
bud6p recruitment, so the effects of for3p in this process are
actin independent. It is interesting to note that in normal cells,
bud6p localization is independent of for3p [31], whereas in
bent cells, it is strictly dependent. These different relationships
highlight how the assembly pathways differ in these circum-
stances.
Taken together, these results provide the outlines of a new
pathway in which MT plus ends, in concert with mal3p,
moe1p, and for3p, act to recruit bud6p to these cortical sites
(Figure 6C). This new pathway is functionally distinct from
the tea1p-based pathway. In particular, moe1 and mal3 single
mutants exhibited no NETO defects. Further, characterization
of mal3 tea1 and moe1 tea1 double mutants did not reveal
synthetic effects on cell shape or NETO (Figure S11B). Thus,
this new mal3p-moe1p pathway may play a role more specifi-
cally in regulating polarity factors on the sides of cells.
MTs Specify Sites of Ectopic Cell Growth in a tea1D
Background
We investigated why ectopic cell growth did not occur in the
bent cells. It is possible that cell growth from the sides of cells
is inhibited by a stress response, local damage to the cortical
regions, steric restraints from the well, or by factors in the cell
that discourage growth from cell sides. Tea1p, in addition to its
role in NETO, is known to have a role in inhibiting cell branch-
ing, especially upon recovery from starvation [32]. We thus
examined the effect of tea1p on bent cells recovering from
starvation. We observed ectopic growth in a tea1D cdc25
background (85.7%, n = 56), but not in a tea1+ cdc25 back-
ground (0%, n > 100) (Figures 7A and 7B). Cells formed
branches that often pushed the cell backward into the well
(Movie S12), even when the cell was initially plastered against
the side of the chamber (data not shown). Thus, the presence
of tea1p, and not some physical constraint or some putative
damage to the plasma membrane or cell wall, is responsible
for repressing branching in these bent cells.
These sites of cell branching in the tea1 mutants were situ-
ated at predicted sites of MT contact on the outer curvature
(98%, n = 49) and were anticipated by accumulation of
bud6p at these sites (Figure 7B and Movie S10). It is likely
that this ectopic growth is driven by the collection of polarity
factors at these sites, as branch formation in tea1 mutants is
formin dependent [31]. The positions of these growth sites
were dependent on MTs. Similar to what was seen in straight
cells [33], when the bent tea1 cells were treated with MBC,
the positions of the branches were situated significantly closer
to the nucleus and sometimes even on the inner curvature of
the bent cell (15.8%, n = 57) (Figures 7C and 7D). moeD teaD
double-mutant cells, which have intact MTs, formed branches
(75.6%, n = 41) at similar sites close to the nucleus and some-
times on the inner curvature (34.7%, n = 32) (Figures 7B and
7D). These distributions indicate that the placement of these
ectopic growth sites at the sites of MT contact is dependent
on MTs and moe1p.
These results suggest that there are at least three competing
layers of polarity regulation: (1) a MT-tea1p-dependent
pathway that promotes tip growth, (2) a MT-moe1p-mal3p-
dependent pathway that promotes polarization on the cell
sides, and (3) a ‘‘nucleus’’ pathway that promotes branching
near the nucleus when the other two pathways are absent
[33]. All three pathways ultimately act to recruit bud6p and
other polarity factors to discrete sites on the cortex.
Discussion
Manipulating Cell Shape
The physical manipulation of cells provides an important tool
in cell biology. Here, we devised a new way to manipulate
the shape of single living yeast cells by using wells that have
a volume as small as a femtoliter (10215 l). The method is robust
and simple and allows for near real-time imaging. We find that
changes in cell shape produce rapid reorganization of the
cytoskeleton and cortical components. The MT bundles
largely maintain their straight axis, but now contact the sides
of these bent cells and begin to establish new sites of actin
assembly. The properties of these MT bundles—their flexural
rigidity and their cortical interactions—in the context of this
(F) Average position of catastrophes (Scat) in different cells plotted as a function of the bending ratio. The linear fit returns Scat = 0.72 – 0.60g (See also
Supplemental Data). The strains are FC1234, FC1234 + HU, and NM11.
(G) Cortical contact times of MTs that undergo catastrophe at the cell tip versus the cell side. Data represent 276 MTs (136 and 140 for the cell tip and cell
side, respectively) from 19 cells. Error bars represent the standard deviations for the cortical times in each condition. The strain is NM11.
(H) MTs in wild-type bent cells expressing GFP-tubulin were examined in time-lapse (single plane, 0.5 fps) as in Movie S7. The left panel shows a schematic
indicating the position of a growing MT plus end in a bent cell (4 s intervals). The right panel shows the entire length of this same MT as a function of time
(2 s intervals) as it grows to the cortex (12 s), slides along the cortex (56 s), and buckles (36 s) before catastrophe. The strain is NM11. The scale bar
represents 1 mm.
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a straight axis. The influence of MTs on the cortex and vice
versa are key processes of cell morphogenesis.
Regulation of MT Catastrophe at the Cortex
The distribution and orientation of MTs are dependent on
spatial regulation of MT catastrophe. This work further
provides new insights into this process. We find that MTs
attach to and shrink from the same cortical ‘‘hot spots’’ repeat-
edly. These cortical sites may act as transient ‘‘attachment’’
sites that stop a MT from sliding. They exist in bent cells on
the cell sides, and preliminary data suggest that they may
also exist in normal cells at cell tips. We speculate that these
sites could represent simply a ‘‘ditch’’ or a ‘‘bump’’ on the
Figure 3. Initial Recruitment of the Polarity Factor bud6p Is MT Dependent
(A) Bud6-3GFP localization in (Ai) straight and (Aii and Aiii) bent fission yeast cells. The yellow line represents the predicted axis of MT growth from the
nucleus. The strain is NM01 (cdc25-22 at 25C).
(B) Bud6-tomato-dimer and GFP-tubulin in straight and bent cells in the absence and in the presence of 50 mM MBC. The strain is NM42 (cdc25-22 at 25C).
(C) Proportion of cells having bud6-3GFP specifically on the side, in the absence and in the presence of 50 mM MBC.
(D) Average position of the center of the bud6-3GFP band along the cell outer curvature as a function of the bending ratio. The linear fit returns Sbud6 =
0.95 – 0.74g.
(E) Time-lapse images of bud6-3GFP recruitment to the cell side upon bending of the cell (indicated by the yellow arrow). The kymograph follows the region
of the cell in the red box, with a time interval of 30 s, over 19 min. The strain is NM01.
(F) FRAP experiments on bud6-3GFP. Time-lapse imaging of bud6-3GFP before and after photobleaching in the indicated box. Fluorescent intensity of
bud6-3GFP on the cell side as a function of time during a FRAP experiments; the plot represents the average of eight experiments on eight different cells,
and the bars represent the standard deviation for each point. Half-time recovery are shown for FRAP experiments of bud6-3GFP in the depicted configu-
rations, in the absence and in the presence of 50 mM MBC (in the presence of MBC bud6-3GFP is not targeted to the cell side). Error bars represent the
standard deviation. The strain is NM01. Scale bars represent 5 mm.
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(A) Dynamics of bud6p recruitment upon MT contact. The left panel shows single focal plane, two-color imaging (6 s intervals) of GFP-tubulin and
bud6-tomato on the outer curvature of a bent cell. The right panel shows schematics of the different observed relationships between MT contact and
bud6p-dots recruitment. The far-right text show the proportion of these observed events in the absence (n = 52) and in the presence (n = 60) of LatA.
(Note that in most cases, MT contact led to a bud6p dot recruitment.)
(B) Histogram representing the time between a MT attachment on the cortex and the appearance of a bud6p dot. Two-color single focal planes were used to
compute these data; data are binned according to the time intervals between images.
(C) Colocalization studies of MT catastrophe and new bud6p deposition in bent cells in the absence and in the presence of LatA. Two-color 3D confocal time-
lapse images of cells expressing GFP-tubulin and bud6-tomato were acquired forw10 min with a 30 s temporal resolution. MT catastrophe mappings in
these cells are depicted on the left side. Bud6-tomato addition is computed by subtracting the first image from the average image of the entire time lapse
and represented with Matlab. Arrowheads indicate bud6p deposition colocalizing with catastrophe sites. The strain is NM42.cortex or may represent clusters of protein complexes that
bind to MTs. It would be interesting to test whether the tea1p
protein complex itself, which marks sites of previous catas-
trophe, could serve in MT attachment.
The existence of these attachment sites alters views of
current models for how MT catastrophe occurs selectively at
cell tips in normal cells. The ‘‘force-based’’ model is that
compressive force from MTs contacting and growing at the
cortex is the primary factor in producing catastrophes [34];
this model postulates that MTs tend to exhibit catastrophe at
the cell tips because that is where MTs encounter the highest
angle of contact and force, as a result of the geometry of the
rod-shape. We find in the bent cells that a near-perpendicular
angle at which a MT contacted the cortex is not necessary to
induce catastrophe. MTs generally slide along the side of the
cell at a shallow angle before stopping and shrinking. This
behavior is reminiscent of in vitro experiments in which MTs
were caught by some discontinuity of the surface before
shrinking [34, 35]. Thus, in addition to the effects of global
geometry, local nanoscale properties may also be a critical
parameter for specifying catastrophe behaviors.
A ‘‘catastrophe-factor’’ model is that there are catastrophe-
promoting factors specifically at cell tips (although such
factors have not been identified) [4]. Our data show that catas-
trophe is not restricted to cell tips in the bent cells. It is
possible that the bending process may delocalize these puta-
tive catastrophe factors or that MTs deliver them to the ectopic
sites on the cell sides. However, we note that the initial MTs
upon the first minutes of cell bending already show altered
sites of catastrophe.
Similar regulation of MT stability may also occur in
mammalian cells [36]. Recent work shows that MTs display
catastrophe upon contact with focal adhesions in apaxillin-dependent manner [37] or are transiently stabilized at
cortical sites in a CLASP-dependent manner [38]. MT attach-
ment to the cortex occurs at selective regions of the cell, for
instance at the leading edge and also at the cleavage furrow
[39, 40].
Polarity Establishment by MTs
Here, we directly observed that the contact of a MT plus end
with the cortex actively leads to the recruitment of polarity
factors within seconds. Although the cortical deposition of
MT-associated factors such as tea1p has been observed
[31], these are the first direct observations, at least in fission
yeast, to visualize and time the recruitment of a non-MT asso-
ciated protein (bud6p) to a site of MT contact.
One surprising result is that rather than using the estab-
lished tea1p-tea4p pathway, MTs in these bent cells can
regulate formin activity through another pathway. Our initial
characterization coupled with published data suggests
a pathway connecting MT plus ends, mal3p, moe1p, scd1p,
cdc42p, and for3p to bud6p. The role of mal3p (EB1) in loading
other proteins onto the MT plus end is relatively well character-
ized [41, 42]. Moe1p has been found to bind to mal3p in
numerous assays [30]. Moe1p also binds to scd1p, a GEF for
cdc42p, and thus could regulate cell polarity and formins via
these proteins. moe1 mutants display slightly fatter cell shape
and occasional cell bending indicative of functions in cell
polarity [29]. It does not obviously affect MT dynamic behav-
iors (although it does affect MT bundle number) and is local-
ized diffusely in the cytoplasm. Other studies have shown
that moe1p may have additional functions, as it associates
with the proteasome and with the translational initiation factor
eIF3, although it does not grossly affect translation initiation
[43, 44].
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pathways that link MTs with formins. In cytokinesis, EB1 binds
to Rho-GEF at MT plus ends and may locally activate Rho1 on
the cortex, possibly leading to formin activation [45]. In addi-
tion, the formin mDia has been shown to bind to EB1 and
APC (an EB1-interacting protein), as well as to MTs directly
[2, 46]. Therefore, although orthologs of the S. pombe
tea1p-tea4p pathway have not been yet defined, the mal3p-
moe1p pathway has some similarities with this animal cytoki-
nesis pathway.
Cell-Bending Response
These studies reveal the existence of at least two distinct
pathways in S. pombe for linking MTs with cell polarity. The
tea1p-tea4p pathway is needed for NETO and for maintaining
cell growth at the cell tips [3]. The mal3p-moe1p pathway is
not genetically redundant with the tea1p-tea4p pathway
and does not appear to operate in NETO, but it is required
at least for guiding the site of actin assembly from the
sides of the bent cells. Because MTs are not constantly
inducing cell polarization at both cell tips, such as in
Figure 5. Accumulation of Polarity Factors and
Actin Assembly at Ectopic Sites in Bent Cells
(A) Localization of the indicated polarity factor
fused to GFPs in straight and bent cells; the green
arrows point to the sites of recruitment on the
sides of the bent cells. Images are maximum
confocal projections except for CHD-GFP,
cdc42-GFP, and CRIB-GFP, which are single
focal planes. The strains are as follows, from
top to bottom: NM07, NM33, NM59, and NM145
(all in a cdc25-22 background and grown at
25C); FC1371 + HU and NM15 (cdc25-22 at
25C).
(B) Time-lapse imaging of a bent cell expressing
an F-actin marker CHD-GFP. Kymographs show
that actin filaments are growing from ectopic
sites of the cell. The arrowheads indicate the
end of the elongating actin cable. Single-plane
confocal images are shown. The strain is NM33.
(C) Proportion of wild-type bent cells that show
a specific location of the indicated factors to
the cell’s outer curvature (nz 30 for each condi-
tion). Scale bars represent 5 mm.
monopolar pre-NETO cells, the mal3p-
moe1p pathway may be turned on
only in particular circumstances or cell-
cycle phases.
One clear physiological function of the
mal3p-moe1p pathway in fission yeast is
to respond to cell bending. In nature, a
fungal cell may find itself in a hole and
encounter forces that cause it to bend,
for instance, from force of its own growth
([47]; N.M., A. Boudaoud, and F.C.,
unpublished data). Growth at the sides
of cells may allow the cell to grow out
of such a confined environment. One
intriguing possibility then is that there
are different pathways for responding
to specific cell shapes. Further investi-
gations into the crosstalk between cell
shape, polarity mechanisms, and MTs promise to elucidate
new concepts in cellular morphogenesis.
Experimental Procedures
Microchamber Fabrication and Operation
Chambers containing the arrays of microwells were fabricated by rapid pro-
totyping and PDMS technology [48]. A master composed of a positive relief
of SU-8 resin on a silicon wafer was first made by microlithography. This
master is composed of several arrays containing thousands of 5-mm-high
cylindrical posts with varying diameters (10, 12, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40, and
50 mm). A 10:1 mixture of PDMS Sylgard 184 silicone elastomer and curing
agent was then poured onto the master and subsequently baked at 50C for
6 hr. The replica was finally cut and peeled off the master. A 2 mL drop of cells
in liquid media was then placed between the PDMS replica and a 22 mm2
coverslip. Depending on the application, the coverslip was either gently
pressed with the finger or by overfocusing the objective of an upright micro-
scope, leading to an instantaneous bending of the cells.
Microscopy and Image Analysis
Microscopy was performed at room temperature (25C–27C) with either an
upright wide-field fluorescence microscope or a spinning-disk confocal
fluorescence microscope. Bud6-3GFP confocal stacks presented
throughout the manuscript are made of six z sections spaced by 1 mm taken
with 1 s exposure. GFP-tubulin confocal stacks are made of 12 z sections
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91Figure 6. Recruitment of Polarity Factors by MTs Is Independent of the tea1-tea4p Pathway, but Requires mal3p, moe1p, for3p, and the Secretory Pathway
(A) Bud6-3GFP position in normal and bent cell of the indicated mutants and in cells treated with the indicated chemicals. The strains are NM14, NM34,
NM30, NM48, NM117, NM115, and NM01 (all in a cdc25-22 background and grown at 25C). Scale bars represent 5 mm.
(B) Proportion of bent cells that show a specific location of bud6-3GFP to the cell side in the indicated genetic backgrounds and conditions (nz 30 for each
condition). Some mutants and the corresponding strain numbers are shown in Figure S9. *For the cls1 temperature-sensitive strain, the temperature of the
objective was raised to 30C with a Bioptechs objective heater.
(C) Proposed model for how MT contact induces sites of cell polarization at the cortex: (1) A MT plus end contacts the cortex and recruits for3p (formin)
bud6p and active cdc42p. This recruitment is dependent on mal3p (EB1) and moe1p (EB1-binding protein). (2) The formin assembles actin cable structures
from these sites. (3) Actin filaments guide the transport of myosin V and its cargo such as secretory vesicles toward these ectopic sites.spaced by 0.5 mm taken with 0.5 s exposure. Images were acquired with
OpenLab 4.0.4 (Improvision) and processed and analyzed with OpenLab,
Image J, and Matlab. FRAP experiments were performed on a Zeiss LSM
510 confocal microscope.
Data Quantification
MT positions were tracked manually. The cell tip was considered as the
zone encompassing 20% of the cell length. The percentage of bent cells
having a GFP-fused protein specifically targeted to the outer curvature
was also counted manually. Cells were positively counted upon 15 min of
bending on the chamber, when the protein was solely visible at the outer
curvature of the bent cell with possible extension to the tip. Cells with
a wide delocalized signal and those with an obvious kink in the inner curva-
ture (<15% cells) were not included in the analysis.Yeast Strains, Media, and Genetic Methods
Strains used in this study are listed in Table S1. Standard methods for
S. pombe media and genetic manipulations were used.
Pharmacological Inhibitors and Drugs
Methyl-2-benzimidazole carbamate (MBC, Aldrich) was used at a final
concentration of 50 mg/ml from a 1003 stock solution made fresh in
DMSO. Latrunculin A (LatA, Sigma) was used at a final concentration of
100 mM from a 2003 stock in DMSO. In the data presented, these drugs
were added to the media 10 min prior to introducing the cells in the
chambers. Hydroxyurea (HU) was used at a final concentration of 25 mM
from a 603 stock solution in water and was added to the cell 3 hr before
observation.
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Note Added in Proof
During the revision of this manuscript, a similar study, which uses a different
approach of physically manipulating cell shape, was published: Terenna, C.,
Makushok, T., Velve-Casquillas, G., Baigl, D., Chen, Y., Bornens, M., Pao-
letti, A., Piel, M., and Tran, P.T. (2008). Physical mechanisms redirecting
cell polarity and cell shape in fission yeast. Curr. Biol. 18, 1748–1753.
